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W

in-Dor is the leading home
improvement specialist, with
dedicated showrooms in
Milton Keynes, Northampton and
Bicester.
We can help you to improve your
home with our comprehensive range
of windows, doors, conservatories
and orangeries; all of which have
been carefully designed to suit a wide
range of properties.
We are the sister company of
Astraseal – one of the UK’s largest
window manufacturing businesses.
This allows us to have access to a
wider product range and provide you
with incredibly competitive prices.
If you’re thinking about improving
your home, why not pop into our
showroom and talk through your plans
with one of our friendly advisors.
We look forward to meeting you!
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PVCU

M

odern uPVC windows have come a long
way since they were first introduced in the
1970s and are capable of exceptional levels
of performance and aesthetics. Below are some of
the key features and benefits:
Low maintenance
Unlike timber which requires regular painting and
sanding, PVCU windows are easy to maintain and
simply require an occasional clean.
Energy efficient
Our modern PVCU profiles contain mini thermal
breaks – known as ‘chambers’ – which help trap
heat in the building and block cold air from the
outside. This keeps your home warm and means you
can turn down your central heating.
Long lifespan
Modern PVCU windows have been engineered to
perform at their peak for decades.
Wide colour choice
All our PVCU window and door frames are available
in a wide choice of woodgrain foils, making them
look just like timber. They can also be sprayed in any
RAL colour, giving you unlimited colour choice.
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ALUMINIUM
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luminium is a light weight, high strength
material that is used in virtually every facet
of the modern construction industry from
bi-folding doors in homes to curtain walling on
the tallest sky scrapers. Below are some of the key
features and benefits:
Impressive aesthetics
Thanks to its inherent strength, aluminium frames are
slimmer than PVCU. Slim frames mean more glass,
and therefore allowing more light to flood into your
home.
Energy efficient
All of our aluminium frames have a component
called a ‘polyamide thermal break’, which prevents
cold air from entering the home and heat escaping.
100% recyclable
Aluminium is infinitely recyclable making it a very
environmentally friendly choice. In-fact, since the first
industrial production of aluminium in the 1880s, it is
estimated that 75% of all material produced is still in
use today.
Low maintenance
Aluminium is highly resistant to corrosion caused by
modern industrial pollutants and requires little long
term maintenance.
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WINDOWS

A

comprehensive range of quality windows that
can perfectly suit the configuration of your
home.

Our windows can be manufactured and supplied
in virtually any style with a vast range of colours
and specifications. With the ability to manufacture
in-house, you can be assured that our windows are
of the highest quality and with the most competitive
prices on the market.

Low-maintenance, energy efficient PVCU windows
Windows manufactured by Win-Dor can not only
improve your home’s aesthetics, but they also
have outstanding thermal properties. Our PVCU
windows are capable of achieving an ‘A’ Window
Energy Rating when used in combination with high
quality glazing units, helping to keep your home well
insulated and energy efficient.

“We’re over the moon with our Win-Dor windows! The installers were quick, clean and incredibly
professional, and have left us with gorgeously stylish windows that are already the envy of all
the neighbours. If you’re looking for reliable tradesmen, Win-Dor is the obvious local choice.”
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CASEMENT WINDOWS
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in-Dor offer a wide range of casement styles
in either PVCU or aluminium to suit a wide
range of properties.

Featuring fixed panes, top opening fanlights and
side opening lights, casement windows can be
combined to create an almost limitless range of
styles whilst providing the benefit of noise reduction,
low maintenance, safety and security and energy
efficiency.
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Alongside the many aesthetic features available,
our casement windows accommodate the very
latest high performance handles, hinges and locking
mechanisms. REHAU frames can be supplied foiled
or spray coloured in over 150 RAL shades from our
in-house spray coating facilities.
A range of sealed units, both triple and double
glazed, are availble from our on-site glass production
factory.
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The authentic features of our vertical sliders
means that we can offer a cost effective timber
replacement without compromising on aesthetics,
while also having the added benefits of low
maintenance, energy efficiency and high security.

SLIDING SASH WINDOWS

I

f you want to maintain an authentic look to your
home, or bring some classic styling to a modern
property, the traditional look and charm of sliding
slash windows is a perfect option.

Window frames, sealed units and components are all
manufactured in-house, giving us complete control
over the production process and higher levels of
quality for you and your home.

Win-Dor offer high quality PVCU vertical sliders, which
have been specifically designed to replicate original
timber sash window styles.
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Win-Dor doors can be manufactured in a huge range of
styles to suit almost any property offering increased choice
to our clients when looking for a stylish new door.
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DOORS
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hether you’re looking for an entrance door,
a classic sliding patio door or a bi-fold,
Win-Dor can provide you with a top quality
product to meet your aesthetic and performance
requirements.
All of our doors are fully customisable, and can
be made to effortlessly complement our range of
windows and conservatories. Choose from either
our energy efficient PVCU doors or our modern high
performance aluminium doors for a new quality
product to improve your home.
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ENTRANCE DOORS
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in-Dor entrance doors are a simple way to
improve the look and style of your home
while also improving its energy efficiency
and security. If you’re looking to replace an ageing
front door, or add some extra character to your
property, you’ll find Win-Dor offer a comprehensive
range of styles.
Our entrance doors are available in both open in
and open out styles and a huge range of colours.
Mix and match from a wide range of modern and
traditional door styles, glass designs and hardware to
find the perfect combination.
Each door is designed to be thermally efficient and
weatherproof to combat draughts and heat loss.
These are designed to be highly practical and offer
unparalleled levels of functionality and usability,
while also incorporating a multi chambered design
to ensure good thermal and acoustic insulation.
For security assurances, the doors can be supplied
with both conventional locking mechanisms and
high security bolt systems for added peace of mind.
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FRENCH DOORS

rench doors are a great choice if you wish to connect your home to outside
living spaces. Because of their classic styling, French doors are also a good
choice if you’re looking to fit doors on a traditional property, whilst also
getting the benefits of unrestricted access and maximum ventilation.
All of our French doors are available in a wide range of colours including
standard White, Clotted Cream, Anthracite Grey and Oak. With extra features
such as additional decorative bars and glazing options, you can be sure that
Win-Dor French doors can be tailored to your specific requirements.
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COMPOSITE DOORS
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f you are looking for the best in security and
efficiency, but also want a door that looks
great, composite doors are the perfect choice.
Compared with traditional timber or PVCu
doors, composite doors from Win-Dor can offer
comparatively higher levels of security and energy
efficiency due to their multi-layered construction.
All composite doors are completely customisable
with a vast choice of colours, finishes and glazing
options, meaning we can provide you with a door
to suit your home perfectly. Popular choices include
white, cream, blue, red, green, black, chartwell
green and grey.
Our composite doors are constructed with a
thermally insulated, high density core which provides
excellent sound and heat insulation with a very low
risk of expansion or contraction. Their multi-layered
construction – an insulated core covered by a GRP
skin – also means that your composite will have a
durable scratch resistant layer that won’t crack or
warp with exposure to the elements.
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STABLE DOORS
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in-Dor stable doors stand out in their ability
to combine traditional styling with unique
functionality. Win-Dor can provide you with
PVCU or composite stable doors which are suited
to a more traditionally styled home, replicating an
authentic farmhouse door’s appearance, whilst still
maintaining high levels of performance and usability.
With stable doors from Win-Dor, both halves of the
door are able to operate independently, which
allows you to easily control levels of ventilation and
light by choosing which sections you would like to
keep open or closed.
To give you peace of mind, our stable doors feature
independent locking mechanisms for each door
leaf, so you can effectively balance levels of
practicality and security.
Like our other windows, doors and conservatories,
our stable doors are available in a wide range of
colours including white, rosewood, golden oak and
woodgrains on white, as well as the 150+ RAL colours
available.
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PATIO DOORS
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atio doors from Win-Dor offer great aesthetics,
and are an excellent choice of door for
homeowners wishing to create a wide opening
onto an outdoor space. Adding a patio door to your
home can create a brighter living environment and
by replacing and upgrading an existing patio door
you can benefit from the most up to date energy
and security benefits.
We can manufacture and install patio doors which
offer some of the slimmest profiles on the market.
This means we can offer you better sightlines and
a product designed to match our other ranges of
windows and doors.
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BI-FOLD DOORS

i-folding doors are a great alternative to French
and patio doors, opening up your home to
a garden, patio or balcony area to bring the
outside in and provide natural ventilation. When
closed, the vast glass spread lets more light in and
gives spectacular views combining your home with
the outside.
Win-Dor bi-folding doors are designed to facilitate
open-plan living, giving you the ability to create an
aperture in your home up to 5 metres wide (6 metres
in aluminium).
Depending on the size of your property, you can
have up to 7 panes, which can be connected in a
number of configurations, giving you great flexibility
when choosing how you want your doors to open.
Alongside our PVCu range, Win-Dor can also provide
high quality aluminium bi-fold doors, an excellent
choice of material for multi-leaf folding door systems.
As well as being available in an almost limitless range
of colours and finishes, our aluminium bi-fold doors
can be machined to ensure an exact fit. This not only
guarantees an easy installation, but also improved
weather proofing, draught proofing and general
energy efficiency.
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CONSERVATORIES

f you want to add space, value and light to your
property, a conservatory is the perfect solution.
Win-Dor offer a wide range of stunning
conservatory styles, both contemporary and classical
to create an additional room for your home. The
possibilities are endless, whereby you can easily
create space for a new dining area or extra living
area.
Our conservatory frames and roofs provide excellent
levels of performance and ease of installation. With
the option to upgrade to high performance glazing,
our conservatories are highly energy efficient,
while also having the ability to regulate light and
temperature levels.
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STYLES
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in-Dor offer a wide range of
conservatory styles to suit any type
of property.

These include;
Victorian
Characterised by distinctive features such as a
steep pitched roof and ornate detailing to suit a
more traditional appearance.
Edwardian:
A clean and simple design featuring bold lines to
create a timeless look.
Gable
With high sloped roofs, a gable-fronted
conservatory is excellent for those looking to add
a sense of drama and theatre to a home.
P-Shape
Combining a Lean-To with a Victorian, P-Shape
conservatories are perfect for dual purpose
living spaces, such as a lounge and family room
combination.
Lean-To
Lean-To conservatories are simple in design and
can be fitted with roofs with varying pitches to suit
any type of house and multiple roof heights. They
are very cost effective too, and available in a
wide range colours to suit any property.
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SOLID TILE CONSERVATORIES
Solid roofs are a stylish, eco-friendly alternative to
traditional glazed-roof conservatories. Available
to enhance four types of conservatory – Victorian,
Lean-to, Georgian and Gable – our precisionengineered tiled roofs eliminate glare and
condensation, reduce weather noise, cut energy bills
and retain heat in winter and stay cool in summer to
deliver all-year-round usability. What’s more, they’re
quick to install, minimising inconvenience, and come
in a choice of black, brown or terracotta tiles.
** Full building regulations are required for this
product. Please ask one of our sales advisors for
more information**
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“We were absolutely delighted with our solid roof conservatory
– it was surprisingly affordable, so quick and easy to have
installed, and we’ve been left with a stylish, comfortable living
space we can enjoy all year round, whatever the weather. Now, it
feels less an extra room in the house rather than a conservatory,
and we use it more than ever before!”
www.windor.co.uk
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BESPOKE
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ometimes conventional conservatory styles
and designs just won’t do. If this is the case,
don’t worry: Win-Dor can help. Our team
of conservatory experts can design a bespoke
conservatory from your exact design specifications,
allowing you to build the conservatory best suited to
your property.
Bespoke conservatories from Win-Dor allow you to
create a completely unique structure that can be
customised to the demands of your property and
project. With a huge range of colours, finishes and
hardware to choose from, bespoke conservatories
provide you with greater flexibility when it comes
to the design, aesthetic and performance of your
structure.
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ORANGERY
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ombining the traditional extension with the
design benefits of a conservatory, Win-Dor
orangeries can offer you the best of
both worlds.
Owing to their partially glazed roofs, they create
a light and open space, but because of their solid
pillar construction they also offer more privacy than
a conservatory and remain cosy and inviting all
year around.
An orangery from Win-Dor will not just add value
to your home, but will also give you a space which
exudes stylish, contemporary living.
You can also be sure that our orangeries are not
just stylish, but also durable. We can supply you with
decorative gutter fascias made from aluminium,
which last much longer than PVCu alternatives, whilst
our pitched roofs also offer a reliable alternative to
leak-prone flat roof systems.
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IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURE
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very window, door or conservatory you
order from Win-Dor is manufactured from
our state-of-the-art 110,000 square foot
factory in Wellingborough. Buying direct from the
manufacturer means you can be confident you are
getting the best price and that your new products
will meet our exacting quality standards.
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Every product we produce is meticulously checked
by our rigorous quality control department, so you
can be sure your new windows will arrive to you in
the best shape possible.
The Win-Dor factory has seen major investment
over the last few years and contains some the most
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advanced manufacturing machinery on the market
today, meaning we can achieve an incredibly
accurate finish.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

A

ll of our windows, doors and conservatories are
designed to help keep your home well insulated
and enable you to reduce your heating bills. Our
uPVC windows have multi chambered frames, which form
an effective sealed barrier between the outside and your
home.
Similarly, our aluminium windows and doors incorporate
the latest thermal break technology – meaning that they
feature a thermal barrier between the inner and outer layers
of aluminium for extremely high levels of efficiency. As for
glass, Win-Dor offer a choice of double and triple glazing,
including the latest ‘low emissivity’ glass and can advise you
on the best option for your home.

“All Win-Dor products
are made with energy
efficient materials.”
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MILTON KEYNES

BICESTER

20 Dunsby Road,
Redmoor,
Milton Keynes, MK6 4AD.
01908 233 433
info@windor.co.uk

Unit 7, Arena 14,
Charbridge Way.
Bicester, OX26 4SS.
01869 327 800
bicester@windor.co.uk
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NORTHAMPTON
Unit 7 Monarch Courtyard, Salthouse Road
Brackmills Industrial Estate
Northampton, NN4 7BD
01604 630 630
northampton@windor.co.uk
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Milton Keynes - T: 01908 233 433 | E: info@windor.co.uk
Bicester - T: 01869 327 800 | E: bicester@windor.co.uk
Northampton - T: 01604 630 630 | E: northampton@windor.co.uk
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